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—RAMEZANI
Ramezani London, the largest wholesaler and
distributor of quality hand-made rugs and carpets
in Europe, with over 60 years of leading presence
and experties globally, would like to introduce you
to part of its exclusive collection.
		
This catalouge represents part of our
comprehensive collection of over 25,000 pieces of
quality handmade carpets and kilims (flat weave).
our wide range of carpets and kilims represented
in this catalogue may come in various sizes from
small to large depending on design and origin and
are subject to availability. Bespoke rugs can also be
provided.
We would highly recommend you to visit our
showrooms for a larger selection suiting your taste
and space.

“Luxury must be comfortable, otherwse it is not luxury”
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Our Heritage
Ramezani Oriental Carpets was founded by
late Nasser Ramezani in 1955, supplying many
wholesalers, department stores and Oriental rug
specialist shops worldwide.
Soon he established a reputation and credibility
that is still remembered among the trade due to his
perseverance, commitment to hard work, honesty,
kindness and his generosity towards his colleagues,
staff and people in need.

Founder: The late Mr Nasser Ramezani
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In addition, he established his network of more
than 15 knowledgeable local agents obtaining rugs
first hand directly in villages or small local bazaars
at competitive prices.
Having their own washing and finishing plant
with the facility of a laboratoy and chemist, gave
them the possibility and the advantage over their
competitors in washing and finishing the goods
in a more professional and controlled system,
achieving colours and sheen that was sought after in
the trade. Soon their rugs were easily distinguished
by their superior quality, finish and appearance.
The two sons and son in law who had worked
together with the father, have followed the line
of the founder and profited from his years of
experience and continued to supply the trade.
In January 1993, after the loss of their founder,
the two branches of London and Zurich, as well
as continuing the core business, they started
manufacturing the reproductions of old, decorative
and modern designs such as Garous (Bidjar district),
Ziegler, Mahal, as well as Aubusson and tapestries
in various countries such as Afghanistan, Pakistan,
China, Turkey and India, always concentrating in
quality and service.
They added a new workshop in making stools,
Ottomans and patchwork in both modern and
traditional designs.
With offices located worldwide, we now offer a wide
selection of carpets and Kilims to our customers.
Our showroom in London holds an impressive
stock of 15,000 rugs.
We are able to organize trips to various countries
and support our customers with our experience
and advertising materials and offer them the
opportunity to purchase locally.

Our showroom
London:
Ramezani (London) Limited
38 Fourth Way, Wembley
Middlesex HA9 0LH
England
Tel: +44  20 8903 9039
Fax: +44 20 8900 2678
Email: info@ramezanicarpets.com
Website: www.ramezanirugs.com

Zurich Office:
Ramezani Oriental Carpets (Zürich)
Grenzsteig 7
CH- 8802 Kilchberg (ZH)
Switzerland
Tel: +41 44 401 23 00
Email: ramezani.zh@swissonline.ch
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Our services:
Ramezani London is specialized in medium to
high quality and luxurious carpets and Kilims.
For years we have participated in the development
and improvements of natural dyed carpets and
kilims from different carpet producing origins in
the world to meet each individuals needs. The
company’s showroom/warehouse is located in
Wembley-London, with 30,000 square feet space
and currently holding over 15000 hand made rugs.  
Our wide range of rugs would comprise of new and
antique carpets, tribal, fine silk and part silk rugs,
Abusson, Tapestries, Kilims and a large collection

of oversize rugs as well as new productions
in modern designs. Furthermore, Ramezani
London has the capability of taking bespoke rugs
orders according to customers’ needs. For more
information and an insight to the world of rugs,
please visit our website.
We have recently opened a new department
that will be co-operating with interior designers,
property developers, architects and insurance
companies, therefore, we would be able to offer
you the following services:

— Willing to find the ideal rugs to suit your requirements including colours/design with the possibility
of sending you the potential rugs photographs via E-mail or post.
— Provide you with introduction cards to send to your clients so they can visit the showroom.
— Bring a suitable selection to the site in order to assist you in making your final decision.
—When introducing a client, looking for various options and finding the suitable rugs with your clients
at our showroom
— Meet at site to discuss your requirements in order to arrange and propose a package together for
presentation to your client.
— Advice on cleaning, repairing and can provide professional valuations for insurance purposes.
Being in the global carpet market for more than half a century, we believe that our expertise together
with your understanding of Interior design and architecture would construct a very strong common
interest in satisfying the consumers’ requirement.
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Fine Persian Rugs

Qum
The holy city of Qum (Ghom) in central
Persia near Tehran is noted for its silk rugs. The
manufacturing of carpets in Qum began around
1890.
Using the luxurious fine wool and Silk allows the
skilled weavers to make some of the most beautiful
and extremely complex designs in the highest
quality for which they are known for.
Gardens, Medallions or figural carpets with
plant and animal motifs are common.
It is now common to see the name of the weaver
or the designer woven on the top of the rug.
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Qum designs

rug number: 344777
Size: 250x156cm
100% silk
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rug number: 305665
Size: 307x200cm
100% silk

rug number: 341971
Size: 355x250
100% silk

rug number: 344661
Size: 130x80
100% silk

rug number: 344649
Size: 298x201
100% silk

rug number: 350864
Size: 293x198
100% silk
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Tabriz
Tabriz is situated in the northwest of Iran close
to the Russian (Azerbaijan) and the Turkish border.
Tabriz carpets come almost exclusively woven on
vertical looms from the city and their surroundings
and woven by experienced weavers in private houses
where often the proud weaver and designer weave
his or her name on the carpet.
The Turkish knot is almost always used (the
population of Tabriz is Turkish by race and language).
Tabriz carpets play a very important role in Persian
carpet production. Tabriz rugs are amongst the most
sought after rugs by Persians for their houses and
interiors.
Some of the most common designs are Mahi
(Fish) taken from the Persian gardens, and floral,
often with a central medallion. Some have more
silk than others and the finest are woven onto silk
foundations (silk fringes).
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Tabriz designs

rug number: 182669
Size: 352x250cm
fine wool & silk

rug number:275666
Size: 298x200cm
fine wool & silk

tabriz Mahi
available in sizes
from: 180x120cm up to
400x300cm
Fine wool & silk

rug number:344619
Size: 252x194cm
fine wool & silk
16

rug number:341955
Size: 313x206cm
fine wool & silk

tabriz mahi beige
ground
available in sizes
from: 180x120cm up to
400x300cm
Fine wool & silk
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Nain
Nain is a small town some 70 Km. away from
the historical city of Isfahan where they adopted
the art of carpet weaving around the turn of the
century.
They are regarded as some of the finest quality
using fine wool and silk, woven onto very fine
cotton warp and weft.
One can distinguish how fine the Nain carpets
are by counting the number of layers in a thread
in one of the fringes of the carpet. The quality is
classified as   6La, 9La and 12La where “La” in
farsi( Iranian language) means layer. The lower the
number the finer and higher density the knots.
The designs are generally taken from the
beautiful blue and white tiled mosques. Silk is
often used in the outlines to give a more luxurious
and to enhance the decoration.
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Nain designs

rug number: 153792
Size: 310x210cm
fine wool & silk

rug number:344746
Size: 254x162cm
fine wool & silk

rug number:190166
Size: 304x210cm
fine wool & silk

rug number:342001
Size: 362x255cm
fine wool & silk
20

rug number:344755
Size: 245x162cm
fine wool & silk

rug number:352783
Size: 310x205qm fine
fine wool & silk
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Isfahan
The spiritual home of the floral medallion is
probably Isfahan. It was here that Shah Abbas
established his court in 1595. It is here that the
magnificent mosques are adorned with brilliant
blue and gold tiles that inspired the patterns for
the covered grounds of floral carpets.
Made from fine wool and generally woven onto
silk warps and weft threads, the most striking
feature of many of there designs is the roundness
of the central medallion and it’s subdivision
into eight or sixteen elaborate segments like a
compass rose or star. This is one of the features
the carpets share with the designs of the mosques.
Isfahans vary in quality but generally the finer
weave often uses silk in the outlines of the design.
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Isfahan designs

rug number: 310993
Size: 484x313cm
fine wool & silk

rug number:283789
Size: 108x70cm
fine wool & silk
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rug number:340800
Size: 247x161cm
fine wool & silk

rug number:338083
Size: 158x103cm
fine wool & silk

rug number:350868
Size: 308x206cm
fine wool & silk

old fine isfahan
rug number:340797
Size: 230x140cm
fine wool & silk

rug number:344678
Size: 234x158cm
fine wool & silk
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Kashan designs

Kashan
Right between Isfahan and Tehran, lies
the city of Keshan which was important as a
trading & a resting place along the Silk Road.
The city has been famous for a long time for
its textiles ,Carpets, silk and its pottery.
Superior carpets were manufactured here
during the Safavid dynasty (1502-1736).
Today the carpets are made both in and the
surrounding of Keshan with high knot density
in both superior wool and silk.
The patterns consists of beautifully
designed medallions, trees and figural motifs.
Dominating colours are blue, red and beige.

rug number:352866
Size: 301x201cm
100% wool pile

rug number:327400
Size: 397x400cm
100% wool pile
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rug number: 352023
Size: 305x208cm
100% wool pile

rug number:169429
Size: 205x136cm
100% wool pile
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Bidjar
Bidjar is the name of a Kurdish district in
western Iran. Kurdish carpets are often very
strong and compact, which makes them
extremely durable. The name Bidjar denotes
the meaning of durability to many carpet
specialists. High quality wool in red, blue with
beige colours is generally used.
The most common pattern is the Herati (also
called fish pattern), They have a sober elegance
and fit in most environments. Their durability
makes the carpets very suitable for public
environments where there is heavy traffic.
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Bidjar designs

rug number: 288021
Size: 300x207cm
100% wool pile

rug number:331309
Size: 287x205cm
100% wool pile

rug number:341741
Size: 150x100cm
100% wool pile

bidjar vegetable dye
rug number:350278
Size: 340x253cm
100% wool pile
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bidjar vegetable dye
rug number:350317
Size: 322x256cm
100% wool pile

rug number:407121
Size.300x200cm
100% wool pile
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Classical Persian designs
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heriz
rug number: 60
Size: 350x254cm
100% wool pile

saruk
rug number:405525
Size:310x200cm
100% wool pile

veramin
rug number: 157515
Size: 300x198cm
100% wool pile

saruk
rug number:139005
Size: 324x211cm
100% wool pile

tuserkan
rug number:342391
Size: 162x113cm
100% wool pile

kashkuli
rug number:285360
Size:287x197cm
100% wool pile

bakhtiar
rug number:343282
Size:150x106cm
fine wool & silk

kermanshah old
rug number:180003
Size: 208x140cm
100% wool pile
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Classical Persian designs
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bakhtiar
rug number: 300874
Size: 207x142cm
100% wool pile

meymeh
rug number:308747
Size: 318x225cm
fine wool & silk

Mashad Saber
rug number:348773
Size: 342x242cm
100% wool pile

Saruk Old
rug number:180002
Size:274x185cm
fine wool & silk

hosseinabad
rug number: 327896
Size: 308x208cm
100% wool pile

saruk
rug number:340486
Size: 354x267cm
100% wool pile

kerman Old
rug number:145826
Size:218x136cm
100% wool pile

Patchwork old
rug number:02
Size: 240x170cm
100% wool pile
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Tribal Rugs

Shiraz
Kashgai
These are the largest nomadic tribes in central Iran
of Turkic origin that still migrate some 800 km twice
a year with their families, flocks, tents and other
belonging.
Weaving carpets have always been part of their
daily life.
They have no set or fixed designs drawn on
papers and it is known that they are some of the
most interesting and artistic people in terms of the
variety of designs which they get inspired by their
surrounding.
Mostly use wool in warp, weft and pile that they
sheer themselves and often dye the wool locally
which results to various and irregular shades of one
colour on the pile of the rug which is called abrash.
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The city of Shiraz with its gardens, tombs of the
poets and the ancient Persepolis, is situated in the
Fars province in central Iran which lead to the
name of the country Persia, today’s Iran.
Around the city resides the Kashgai (Qashkai)
nomads and their carpets are traded in the giant
Shiraz bazaar; sometimes under its own name and
sometimes under the name Shiraz.
Shiraz carpet are made both by nomads and
residents in simple and geometric designs are
woven around the city of Shiraz in wool pile and
foundation.
They represent a good value for an individual
nomadic handmade Persian carpet.
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Tribal design

shiraz
rug number: 348158
Size: 294x207cm
100% wool pile

shiraz
rug number:348270
Size: 168x118cm
100% wool pile

kashagi old
rug number:501756
Size: 308x177cm
100% wool pile

kashgai
rug number:353309
Size: 174x121cm
100% wool pile
38

abadeh
rug number:353274
Size: 150x110cm
100% wool pile

kashgai
rug number:349872
Size: 264x162cm
100% wool pile
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Gabbeh
Gabbeh (from the Persian language farsi;
raw, natural, uncut) represents a thick high
pile nomadic carpet with patterns mostly
made by Kashgai tribes from the Fars
province in the southwest of Iran. They are
mainly woven in handspun wool, in the pile,
warp and the weft, using mostly vegetable
dyes.
The patterns of the carpet are of a simple
type with only a few elements of decorative
objects.
One needs to distinguish the Persian
Gabbeh from other types or immitation
made elsewhere. Persian Gabbehs are made
of higher quality and have more luster ande
are more durable.
In recent years, we have produced a finer
and more intricate designs of this quality
that we have named Baharlou which is
chosen after one of the kashgai tribes in
central Iran.
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Gabbeh design

baharlou
rug number: 323612
available in sizes of:
170x116cm, 200x140cm & 240x165cm
100% wool pile

gabbeh
rug number: 328053
available in various sizes from:
120x180cm to 300x200cm
100% wool pile

gabbeh
rug number: 336040
size:245x178cm
100% wool pile

gabbeh
rug number: 345631
size:238x142cm
100% wool pile
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gabbeh
rug number: 310403
size:233x174cm
100% wool pile

gabbeh
rug number: 309837
size:272x210cm
100% wool pile
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decorative rugs

Garous Design
A reproduction of decorative handknotted carpets made in afghanistan
and Pakistan using mainly natural
dyes and hand-spun quality wool in
old Persian designs such as Mahal,
Bidjar, Heriz etc.
Simplifying some of the most popular
Old Persian designs and making them
in muted and soft colours have made
these rugs most desirable.
The design and colour combination
is most suitable for some of the highest,
discrete and desirable individual
decors.
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garous design

rug number: 583521
available in Sizes
from: 150x100cm upto
400x300cm
100% wool pile

rug number:583369
available in Sizes
from: 150x100cm up to
400x300cm
100% wool pile

rug number:582193
available in sizes
from: 120x180cm up to
400x600cm
100% wool pile

rug number:583557
available in Sizes
from: 150x100cm up to
400x300cm
100% wool pile
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rug number:578360
available in Sizes
from: 150x100cm up to
400x300cm
100% wool pile

rug number:583563
available in Sizes
from: 150x100cm up to
400x300cm
100% wool pile
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fine garous design

garous design
A more intricate and complex design in finer weave which is made
using high quality and finer wool, known as Fine Garous. Fine Garous
designs are taken from Kashan Mohtasham, Tabriz and Isfahan.

rug number: 582841
available in Sizes
from: 150x100cm up to
400x300cm
100% wool pile
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rug number:583517
available in Sizes
from: 150x100cm up to
400x300cm
100% wool pile

rug number:520589
Size: 280x1825cm
100% wool pile

rug number:570820
Size: 363x276cm
100% wool pile

rug number:574832
Size: 310x247cm
100% wool pile

rug number:530366
Size.282x163cm
100% wool pile
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modern garous
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rug number: 338024
size:145x104cm
100% wool pile

rug number: 522474
size:253x170cm
100% wool pile

rug number: 526218
size:271x175cm
100% wool pile

rug number: 527030
size:252x172cm
100% wool pile

rug number: 572815
size:297x251cm
100% wool pile

Himalaya
available in sizes of:
240x170cm & 300x200cm
size:148x112cm
part silk & wool

rug number:327467
size:145x100cm
100% wool pile

rug number:342091
size:191x142cm
100% wool pile

In creation of Modern Garous rugs,  very fine vegetable dyes and handspun wool is used.
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Kazak Design
Kazak design rugs are a new production
of old Caucasian designs from various
districts in the old Soviet Union such as
Shirvan, Kazak, etc.
Using high quality hand spun wool
and mainly vegetable dyes in mostly
geometric designs and come in variety of
strong colours.
They are woven by skilled weavers in
Afghanistan and are highly decorative
and represent a very good value.
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Kazak design

rug number: 583353
Size: 295x210cm
100% wool pile
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rug number:583352
Size: 304x195cm
100% wool pile

rug number:583351
Size: 297x194cm
100% wool pile

rug number:583360
Size: 240x175cm
100% wool pile

rug number:579994
Size: 185x139cm
100% wool pile

rug number:583347
Size.294x240cm
100% wool pile
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Afghan
The Turkoman people of Afghanistan,
particularly the Ersari tribe ,have been weaving
Turkmen rugs for centuries.
Rich dark reds in hand or machine spun wool
with various designs among them, the very famous
Bokhara or the Elephent foot is the characteristic
of such classical rugs.
In recent years mainly in the north of Afghanistan
bordering Turkmenistan, they have been reviving
their old designs by making rugs called Khal
Mohamadi( the name of the first person who
started the production) or the Ersari Designs.
These rugs are made of various quality of wool
from the normal handspun to a very fine machine
spun called Belgique. They represent a true
durable Afghan rug and are of very good value.
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Afghan traditional designs

khalmohammad
100% wool pile
available in various
sizes of:
150x100cm
180x120cm
240x170cm
300x200cm

Afghan Runners also
availble in various
sizes from 150x50cm up
to 800x85cm
ersari design
100% wool pile
available in sizes from:
180x120cm up to
350x250cm
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afghan akhcheh
rug number:353115
available in sizes of:
300x200cm
240x170cm

ersari design
rug number:583359
Size.189x123cm
100% wool pile

ersari design
rug number:580520
Size: 219x148cm
100% wool pile
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Oversize and odd sizes

Oversize & Odd-sizes
Ramezani (London) Ltd, holds the largest selection of quality rugs
in oversize and unsual sizes in Europe. The collection is comprised
of oversized rugs up to 12x8m, long and narrow, circular, runners,
octagonal and many other unsual size.

heriz vegetable dye
rug number: 350739
size:664x465cm
100% wool pile

kashan fine
rug number: 337857
size:635x520cm
100% wool pile

garous design
rug number: 314795
size:690x501cm
100% wool pile
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Oversize and odd sizes
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Garous
rug number:582181
size:472x360cm
100% wool pile

Modern garous
rug number: 530200
size:514x352cm
100% wool pile

Fine Garous
rug number:571539
size:456x368cm
100% wool pile

nain part silk
rug number:290629
size:617x402cm
fine wool & silk
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Circular

Long and narrow

mashad fine
rug number:332114
size:595x246cm
100% wool pile

malayer old
rug number: 344791
size:585x213cm
100% wool pile
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kashgai old
rug number: 344789
size:470x205cm
100% wool pile

fine garous
rug number: 520729
size:494x276cm
100% wool pile

Qum silk
rug number:350858
size:198x198cm
100% silk

qum silk
rug number: 350859
size:200x200cm
100% silk

nain
rug number: 301844
size:288x288cm
fine wool & silk

garous
rug number: 580071
size:245x240cm
100% wool pile
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Aubusson and
Tapestry
In the year 1600, in a small town called
Aubusson, weavers had begun to create carpets
and tapestries for royal palaces. In the mid 1700`s
when the French crown lent support to Aubusson
artisans, the industry flourished. The king
commissioned the most famous architects and
designers to create works of art which would be
interpreted in woven form; As each new monarch
came to power, new designs reflected the styles
and pastimes of the era. Named after the town
of their birth, these handwoven flat-weave carpets
became known as Aubusson.
Abussons reproduction are tightly woven in one
of the best multi-ply New Zealand wool quality
on horizontal looms in the same traditional
techniques.
The designs and color combination are carefully
selected to furnish your interior requirements.
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Aubusson

aubusson design 35
100% wool
available in sizes of:
180x120cm , 280x180cm
300x245cm , 370x270cm
430x300cm & 560x360cm
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Aubusson design 38
100% wool
availble in sizes of :
200x140cm , 240x160cm
& 300x200cm

aubusson design 105
100% wool
available in sizes of:
180x120cm , 280x180cm
300x245cm , 370x270cm
430x300cm & 560x360cm

aubusson design 62
100% wool pile
available in sizes of:
180x120cm , 280x180cm
300x245cm , 370x270cm
430x300cm & 560x360cm

aubusson design 33
100% wool
available in sizes of:
180x120cm , 280x180cm
300x245cm , 370x270cm
430x300cm & 560x360cm

aubusson design 43
100% wool pile
available in sizes of:
180x120cm , 280x180cm
300x245cm , 370x270cm
430x300cm & 560x360cm
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Antique & reproduction tapestry

tapestry 1
size:190x142cm

tapestry 2
size:210x130cm

tapestry 3
size:165x200cm

tapestry 7
size:185x190cm

tapestry 8
size:207x152cm

tapestry 9
size:228x162cm

tapestry 10
size:152x190cm

Antique tapestry circa 1800
size:350x160cm

tapestry 4
size:122x92cm
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tapestry 5
size213x152cm

tapestry 6
size:238x210cm

tapestry 11
size:226x183cm
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Kilims, Cushions & Stools
Our Collection of kilims mainly represent a very
broad range from various regions such as Kashgai
and Fine kashgai to Shirvan, Suzani Afshar and
many more. These flat woven rugs are created
from some of the finest wools an vegetable dyes by
nomads and specialist who have been involved in
this art over the generations.
Some of the collection of our kilims as well as our
furnitures with kilim fabrics could be observed in
this catalogue representing persian heritage and
infusion of arts combined together.
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Flat woven and kilims

kashgai fine
rug number: 311945
size:245x170cm
100% wool

kashgai fine kilim
rug number: 522474
size:253x170cm
100% wool
74

shirvan design
rug number: 574175
size:305x209cm
available in various sizes
100% wool

shirvan design
rug number:574143
size:206x152cm
available in various sizes
100% wool

shirvan design
rug number: 578065
size:205x127cm
100% wool

meymani old afghan kilim
rug number:574273
available in sizes from 300x200cm up
to 500x300cm
100% wool

kashgai
rug number:408140
size:288x184cm
100% wool
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Flat woven and kilims

suzani afshar
(sumak weave)
rug number:402045
size:204x130cm
100% wool

senneh
rug number: 351884
available in sizes of:
150x100cm & 300x200cm
100% wool
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suzani afshar
rug number: 317535
size:220x128qm
100% wool

fine sumak
rug number:404401
size:377x250cm
100% wool

kashgai
rug number: 337901
size:130x90cm
100% wool

fine sumak
rug number: 518372
size:122x83cm
100% wool

fine sumak
rug number: 324924
size:197x153cm
100% wool

fine sumak
rug number:320581
size:231x171cm
100% wool
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Flat woven and kilims

cheltekeh (patchwork)
made-out of old kilims
rug number: 351004
size:230x176cm
available in variety of sizes
100% wool

suzani afshar
part pile/part kilim
rug number: 351148
size:203x122cm
100% wool
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kashgai
rug number: 317863
size:207x150cm
100% wool

maze design
rug number:408126
size:294x214cm
available in variety of colours
100% wool

modern
rug number: 349088
size:246x193cm
100% wool

kashgai semi old
rug number:351053
size:300x200cm
100% wool

modern
rug number:578163
size:188x132cm
100% wool

modern
rug number:349084
size:241x181cm
also availble in:
200x150cm & 300x200cm
100% wool
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Cushions and stools

stool kashgai
number: 321310
size:122x51cm

stool silk suzani
number:330362
size:38x38cm

Chest kashgai
(ottoman)
size: 85wx45x45cm

chest kashgai
(ottoman)
size: 85wx45x45cm
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stool fine old jajim
number:325376
size:60x40cm

stool fine old jajim
number:335630
size:38x38cm

stool kashgai
number:325377
size:60x40cm

chest kashgai
(ottoman)
size: 85wx45x45cm

Ikat design 1
silk/velvet
in sizes of:
40x40cm
50x50cm
60x40cm

Ikat design 2
silk/velvet
in sizes of:
40x40cm
50x50cm
60x40cm

Ikat design 3
silk/velvet
in sizes of:
40x40cm
50x50cm
60x40cm

Ikat design 4
silk/velvet
in sizes of:
40x40cm
50x50cm
60x40cm

Ikat design 5
silk/velvet
in sizes of:
40x40cm
50x50cm
60x40cm

Ikat design 6
silk/velvet
in sizes of:
40x40cm
50x50cm
60x40cm

pure silk tapestry
cushion
in sizes of:

needle point
cushion 1
size: 50x40cm

needle point
cushion 2
size: 50x40cm

30x30cm
45x45cm

needle point
cushion 3
size:45x45cm

needle point
cushion 4
size: 40x40cm

tapestry fine
cushion
size: 45x45cm
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Antique Collection
The majority of the rugs shown in this section are
part of Ramezani family collection.
A good number were collected by the founder of
the company the late Nasser Ramezani with love
and passion.
The collection has been gathered since 1975.
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Antique collection

tabriz four season
circa: 1900
Size: 330x235cm
100% wool pile
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kerman
tree of life
rug number: 407119
circa 1900
Size: 243x170cm
100% wool pile

keshan silk
circa:1900
rug number:322102
Size: 194x135cm
100% silk

bownat
circa: 1900
rug number:300878
Size: 324x238cm
100% wool pile

tudeshk nain
circa: 1920
rug number:169424
Size:222x147cm
100% wool pile

ziegler mahal
circa:1900
rug number:303325
Size: 430x310cm
100% wool pile

serapi
circa:1890
rug number:343932
Size: 395x292cm
100% wool pile

isfahan
circa: 1900
rug number:344787
Size.416x310cm
100% wool pile
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Antique collection

isfahan ahmad
circa: 1900
rug number: 300872
Size: 220x150cm
100% wool pile

bakhtiar
circa: 1900
Size: 300x210cm
100% wool pile
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tekke turkaman
circa:1880
rug number:349606
Size: 295x224cm
100% wool pile

Kashan
circa: 1920
Size: 205x136cm
100% wool pile

mahal
circa: 1900
Size: 350x250cm
100% wool pile

Senneh
circa: 1900
Size: 209x127cm
100% wool pile

Tabriz
circa: 1900
Size: 185x130cm
100%silk

ferahan
dated: 1905
Size: 204x136cm
100% wool pile
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glossary

Bidjar
Bidjar is the name of a small Kurdish town
in western Iran. Kurdish carpets are often
very strong and compact, which makes them
extremely durable. The name Bidjar denotes
the meaning of durability to many carpet
specialists. High quality wool in red, blue
with beige colours is generally used. The most
common pattern is the Herati (also called fish
pattern), They have a sober elegance and fit in
most environments. Their durability makes the
carpets very suitable for public environments
where there is heavy traffic.

Hamadan

Persian Carpets

  The Persian carpet is an essential part of Persian art and culture. Carpet-weaving is undoubtedly one
of the most distinguished manifestations of Persian culture and art, and dates back to ancient Persia.
Iran is also the world’s largest producer and exporter of handmade carpets, producing three quarters
of the world’s total output.
The art of carpet weaving existed in Iran in ancient times, according to evidence such as the
2500-year-old Pazyryk carpet, dating back to 500 B.C., during the Achaemenid period. Wool is
the most common material for carpets but cotton is frequently used for the foundation of city and
workshop carpets. There are a wide variety in types of wool used for weaving

Afshar

Around the city of Kerman in the southeast of
Iran reside the semi nomads from the Afshar
tribe. For hundreds of years these nomads
lived in the northwest of Iran, but a part of the
tribe was compulsorily transferred to today’s
area, where carpet manufacturing became an
important branch of business. The carpets are
often in simple geometric designs and have
red and blue colour tones Afshar carpets are
also known on the market under the name of
Sirjan which is town in this region.

Bakhtiari Carpets
Bakhtiari carpets or Bakhtiari rugs derive
their name from Bakhtiari tribe. In the Zagros
mountains, west of the city of Isfahan around
the city Shahr-e-Kurd, reside the Bakhtiar
nomads. The tribe resides in the South West of
Iran. It is one of the oldest tribe engaged in the
manufacturing of rugs and carpets.
The distinctive feature of Bakhtiari rug and
carpet is that it uses many colors that are
bright and give charming appearance to the
carpets. These carpets particularly known for
the amazing variety of colors they used.
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fine if soft wool is used. The pile is weaved
tightly and is clipped medium-high to high.
Warp and weft are generally made of cotton.
Bakhtiari rugs have the capability to fill your
living and Drawing room with the splendor.
The colors used are deep reds, bright blues,
navy, green, brown, ocher, and beige. Texture
is both coarse and fine depending on the wool
used. The texture is glossy and

Baluch
Baluch carpets are made by Baluch nomads,
living near the border between Iran, Pakistan
and Afghanistan. The Persian Balluch carpets
are sold in the city of Mashad( north east of
Iran) - Mashad-Baluch carpets, are generally
larger and are of superior quality and more
diverse designs to the other neighboring
countries. The carpets are often small with
lively patterns, and praying carpets are
common. The dominating colours are red,
brown and dark blue.

Hamadan is a city situated in the western part
of Iran, It is one of the world’s oldest cities and
is mentioned under the name of Ekbatana in
the Bible, The city is a centre for trading with
carpets that are manufactured in the hundreds
from nearby villages and towns. The best of
these carpets are sold under their own village
or town names such as Tuiserkan, Nahavand,
Borchalou, Malayer or Hosseinabad. Each
village has its own specific pattern and are
made with a shiny and often are very durable
quality wool with beautiful colours in geometric
and other designs. Mostly made on horizontal
looms on a cotton warp and weft. Hamadan
rugs are of good value and very practical rugs
to be used in most areas.

Isfahan

The spiritual home of the floral medallion is
probably Isfahan. It was here that Shah Abbas
established his court in 1595. It is here that the
magnificent mosques are adorned with brilliant
blue and gold tiles that inspired the patterns
for the covered grounds of floral carpets.
Made from fine local wools and generally
woven onto silk warps and weft threads, the
most striking feature of many of there designs
is the roundness of the central medallion and
it’s subdivision into eight or sixteen elaborate
segments like a compass rose or star. This is
one of the features the carpets share with the
designs of the mosques.
Isfahans vary in quality but generally the finer
weave often uses silk in the outlines of the
design.

Kashgai
These are the largest nomadic tribes in central
Iran of Turkic origin that still migrate some 800
km twice a year with their families, flocks, tents
and other belonging. Weaving carpets have
always been part of their daily life.

They have no set or fixed designs drawn on
papers and it is known that they are some of the
most interesting and artistic people in terms of
the variety of designs which they get inspired
by their surroundings. Mostly use wool in
warp, weft and pile that they sheer themselves
and often dye the wool locally which results to
various and irregular shades of one colour on
the pile of the rug which is called abrash.

Keshan
Right between Isfahan and Teheran, lays the
city of Keshan which was important as a trading
& a resting place along the Silk Road. The city
has been famous for a long time for its textiles,
Carpets, silk and its pottery. Superior carpets
were manufactured here during the Safavid
dynasty (1502-1736). Today the carpets are
made both in and the surrounding of Keshan
with high knot density in both superior wool
and silk.The patterns consist of beautifully
designed medallions, trees and figural motifs.
Dominating colours are blue, red and beige.

Kashkouli
The land of Fars, the land of original Persian
should require no introduction. It is a large
region located at the southern end of Iranian
Plateau, consisting of elevated plains in
the midst of bare rugged mountains that
stretch all the way to the coastal lowlands of
northern Persian Gulf. All through the ages,
the inhabitants of Fars have been not only
city-and-town-dwellers and villagers: the
population has also included a host of nomadic
tribes who have trekked with their families and
animals twice annually from their warmer
winter pastures in the southern lowlands to
the cooler summer grounds in the northern
highlands. Among the artefacts produced in
the tribes through the process of weaving, the
carpet is the most important. Each tribe has
their own design and weaving technique and
among them. Kashkouli is one of the main
tribes which are known for their weaving skill
in producing the finest and most durable and
valuable nomadic carpets in this area.
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Nain
Nain is a small town some 70 Km. away from
the historical city of Isfahan where they adopted
the art of carpet weaving around the turn of
the century. They are regarded as some of the
finest quality using fine wool and silk, woven
onto very fine cotton warp and weft. One can
distinguish how fine the Nain carpets are by
counting the number of layers in a thread in
one of the fringes of the carpet . The quality is
classified as 6La and 9La, where “La” in farsi
(Iranian language) means layer. The lower
the number the finer and higher density the
knots .The designs are generally taken from
the beautiful blue and white tiled mosques.
Silk is often used in the outlines to give a more
luxurious and to enhance the decoration.

QUM
The holy city of Qum (Ghom) in central
Persia near Tehran is noted for its silk rugs.The
manufacturing of carpets began around 1890.
Using the luxurious fine wool and Silk allows
the skilled weavers to make some of the most
beautiful and extremely complex design in the
highest quality for which they are known for.
Gardens, Medallions or figural carpets with
plant and animal motifs are common. It has
now common to see the name of the weaver or
the designer woven on the top of the rug.

Sarough/ Saruk
In the East part of Hamedan in central Iran,
situated a town called Sarugh/Saruk where
their rugs are known for their remarkable
workmanship , quality and durability. They are
known for using a variety of designs in mainly
floral and medallion designs in vibrant Blue,
Red, Green colours. Carpets from this town
give an elegant impression with a fine design
and tasteful patterns. They are of cotton
foundation using high quality wool for their
intricate and complex designs.

Senneh
In the western part of Iran the province of
Kurdistan is situated. Its capital today is
Sanandaj, but in carpet context the older name
is still used, Senneh. Around the province the
Kurdish people weave strong, durable carpets.  
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Carpets from the city of Senneh give an
elegant impression with a fine design and
tasteful patterns. They are very appreciated
both in and out of Iran. The pattern consists
of rhombs, mir-e-buteh or Herati. The carpet
is dominated by red and dark blue colours.The
weaver uses thread in the weft and because of
this the carpet gets a typical spotted backside.

Shiraz
The city of Shiraz with its gardens, tombs of
the poets and the ancient Persepolis, is situated
in the Fars province in central Iran which lead
to the name of the country Persia, today’s Iran.
Around the city resides the Kashgai ( Qashkai)
nomads and their carpets are traded in the
giant Shiraz bazaar; sometimes under its own
name and sometimes under the name Shiraz.
Shiraz carpet, handmade both by nomads and
residents in simple and geometric designs are
woven around the city of Shiraz in wool pile
and foundation. They represent a good value
for an individual nomadic handmade Persian
carpet.

Sumak / Soumak
Soumak is a comparatively rare type of
Kilim, deriving its name from the old town of
Shemakja (Republic of Azerbaijan). Soumak
is NOT a Kilim. However, both have flatwoven style. Soumak has embroidered and
its embroidery threads are not cut off at the
back. Soumak has a shaggy, erratic collection
of loose ends or strands of wool. The wefts
strands (serving a decorative role rather than
the structural role of knotted carpets) are
threaded through a number of warp strands
and then looped back.
All Soumak have geometric pattern with many
tribal motifs all around. Usually the motifs
are small birds. Soumak’s are excellent with
contemporary, traditional and modern decors.
The quality of Soumak is excellent. Some have
silk and are excellent choice as decorative a
rug.

Tabriz

Yallameh

Tabriz is situated in the northwest of Iran
close to the Russian
(Azerbaijan) and the
Turkish border. Tabriz carpets come almost
exclusively woven on vertical looms from
the city and their surroundings and woven by
experienced weavers in private houses where
often the proud weaver and designer weave
his or her name on the carpet. The Turkish
knot is almost always used (the population of
Tabriz is Turkish by race and language). Tabriz
carpets play a very important role in Persian
carpet production. Tabriz rugs are amongst
the most sought after rugs by Persians for
their houses and interiors. Some of the most
common designs are Mahi (Fish) taken from
the Persian gardens. Other designs are floral,
often with a central medallion. Some have
more silk than others and the finest are woven
onto silk foundations (silk fringes)

Yallameh is a town located north of Isfahan,
which is situated in central Iran.
This city is well known for weaving very good
quality tribal rugs. These warm looking rugs
have wool wefts and mostly cotton wraps.
Turkish or symmetrical knot is used to hand
weave Yalameh rugs. The carpet is known
for its distinctive richness in the pattern and
strong deep colours. Sometimes in the pattern,
diamond shaped medallions occur in a straight
line. The carpet is considered to be of very
high quality.

Veramin
Veramin is an important centre of weaving in
Iran. A tribal centre for centuries or longer
Veramin somehow escaped the heavy foreign
influences that affected other areas. To my
eye the rugs seem a little purer that Persian
Carpets designed by European or American.
Add to this the great color and splendid wool
used in Veramin and you have excellent rugs.
Perhaps the most striking thing about Veramin
tribal rugs is the brilliant colour. Of all Persian
tribal pieces Veramin stand out for exceptional
brilliance and saturation.
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Garous

Kazak design

A wonderful new decorative production of
hand-knotted carpets called Garous using all
natural dyes and hand-spun quality wools.
Garous rugs are a new production of old
Persian Garous, Mahal and Ziegler designs.
From 1880 to 1920 in Mahal in Central
Persia the Ziegler design was created, it was
an Anglo-Swiss company who put Persian
Ziegler’s into production and almost all of
them were exported to wealthy western homes.
The Persian Ziegler’s today have become very
sought after for their decorative look, they are
also difficult to find in good condition and can
attract very high premiums.In 1990 Ramezani
started working with skilled Afghan weavers
using Garous, Mahal and Zeigler designs to
create a new production called Garous. Garous
rugs are 100% hand-knotted and use hand
spun gazani wool (which give the carpet texture
and sheen) and natural dyes (which have slight
colour change within each colour). The designs
are mostly open all over design floral sprays with
borders, with soft colours, they also sometimes
have a faded look to give the impression of an
older carpet. Garous rugs represent good value
for hand-knotted carpets and will give many
years of pleasure.

Kazak design rugs are a new production of old
Caucasian designs from various districts in the
old Soviet Union such as Shirvan, Kazak, etc.
Using high quality hand spun wool and mainly
vegetable dyes in mostly geometric designs
with strong colours.
They are woven by skilled weavers in
Afghanistan and are highly decorative and
represent a very good value.

Khalmohammadi / Ersari Design
The Turkoman people of Afghanistan,
particularly the Ersari tribe ,have been weaving
Turkmen rugs for centuries.Rich dark reds
in hand or machine spun wool with various
designs among them, the very famous Bokhara
or the Elephent foot is the characteristic of
such classical rugs.In recent years mainly in the
north of Afghanistan bordering Turkmenistan,
they have been reviving their old designs
by making rugs called Khal Mohamadi(
the name of the first person who started the
production) or the Ersari Designs.These rugs
are made of various quality of wool from the
normal handspun to a very fine machine spun
called Belgique. They represent a true durable
Afghan rug and are of very good value.

Fine Garous
Pakistan/Afghanistan Carpets
Today, Pakistan is one of the hand-made carpet exporter countries. Since 1947, when Indian Muslims
immigrated to this country, weaving flourished and became common and immigrants gave more
flourish to it. Wool is one of the most important factors of weaving, which is produced from local
animals. In addition to woollen carpets, they weave silk carpets too, which imports its silk from other
countries.
This country’s carpet designs are imitations of designs made by persian regions such as Kashan,
Isfahan and Turkmen carpets. It is not uncommon to find that a majority of carpets and rugs made in
Pakistan today are produced by Afghan refugees, as Afghanistan was once a major exporter of HandWoven carpets. Various vegetable and other natural dyes are used to produce the rich colors.
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A reproduction of fine hand-knotted carpets
made in Pakistan using mainly natural dyes
and hand-spun quality wool in old Persian
designs such as Tabriz, Keshan, Isfahan, etc.
Simplifying some of the most popular Old
Persian designs and making them in muted
and soft colours have made these rugs most
desirable.The design and colour combination
is most suitable for some of the highest, discrete
and desirable individual decors.
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Designed by K. Madani & H. Nahidi

Ramezani (London) Limited,
London:
38 Fourth Way, Wembley, Middlesex,
HA9 0LH, England,
Tel: +44 20 8903 9039,
Fax: +44 20 8900 2678,
Email: info@ramezanicarpets.com
Zurich:
Grenzsteig 7, CH- 8802 Kilchberg ( ZH), Switzerland,
Tel: +41 44 401 23 00,
Email: ramezani.zh@swissonline.ch

www.ramezanirugs.com
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